
CDMA multiuser detetion, neural networks,and statistial mehanisToshiyuki TanakaDepartment of Eletronis and Information Engineering, Tokyo Metropolitan UniversityTokyo, Japan,Neural Computing Researh Group, Aston UniversityBirmingham, United Kingdom.e-mail: tanaka�eei.metro-u.a.jpAbstratA novel approah, based on statistial mehanis,to analyzing typial performane of optimum ode-division multiple-aess (CDMA) multiuser dete-tors is reviewed. A \blak box" view of the basiCDMA hannel is introdued, based on whih theCDMA multiuser detetion problem is regarded asa \learning-from-examples" problem of the \binarylinear pereptron" in the neural network literature.Adopting Bayes framework, analysis of the perfor-mane of the optimum CDMA multiuser detetorsis redued to evaluation of the average of the u-mulant generating funtion of a relevant posteriordistribution. The evaluation of the average umu-lant generating funtion is done, based on formalanalogy with a similar alulation appearing in thespin glass theory in statistial mehanis, by mak-ing use of the replia method, a method developedin the spin glass theory.1 CDMA hannel model andneural networksThe basiK-user fully-synhronous diret-sequeneCDMA hannel with additive white Gaussian noiseunder perfet power ontrol is onsidered (Fig. 1;see also [1℄). Without loss of generality one anfous on any information bit interval and let xk 2f�1; 1g, k = 1; : : : ;K, be the information bit foruser k in that interval. The spreading ode se-quene of user k during the information bit intervalis denoted by fs1k; : : : ; sNk g, where N is the spread-ing fator. The reeived signal at t-th hip interval(t = 1; : : : ; N) is given byyt = KXk=1 stkxk + �t; (1)where �t � N(0; �2) denotes realization of hannelnoise at t-th hip interval. In the CDMA detetionproblem, one has to estimate information bits xk
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Figure 1: Basi CDMA hannelfrom reeived signal y = (y1; : : : ; yN ), by makinguse of the knowledge about the spreading odes S =(stk).An interesting observation is that the CDMAdetetion problem an be regarded as a problemin the framework of statistial learning theory.This is done by taking a \blak box" view of thebasi CDMA hannel, as depited in Fig. 2, inwhih the reeived signal y is regarded as the out-put of the blak box, the spreading odes s =(s1; : : : ; sK) as the inputs, and the information bitsx = (x1; : : : ; xK) as the parameters. The parame-ters of the blak box are binary, and assumed un-known to the learner. The learner is supposed toestimate the hidden parameter values x of the blakbox from N input-output pairs T � f(st; yt)jt =1; : : : ; Ng. T is alled the training set. This set-ting is alled the \learning from examples" in theontext of statistial learning theory.In general, the learner in a learning-from-examples problem assumes a partiular parametrimodel to desribe possible input-output relation-ship. One of the basi model is alled the perep-tron [2℄, whih is one of the standard models inthe �eld of neural networks. The input-output re-lationship of the pereptron is generally expressed
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Figure 2: A \blak box" view of basi CDMA han-nelas y = f� KXk=1xksk�+ �; (2)where � represents noise. Various hoies are pos-sible for the transfer funtion f : The original pro-posal of the pereptron uses a threshold funtionfor f , whereas a ommon hoie in more reentneural network literature is the sigmoid funtionf(z) � tanh z. Comparison of Eqs. (1) and (2)immediately reveals that the basi CDMA hannelmodel is a speial ase of the pereptron, in whihparameters are binary and f(z) � z (\binary lin-ear pereptron"). This means that one an indeedregard the CDMA detetion problem as a problemof pereptron learning, in whih the binary linearpereptron is assumed. Impliation of this obser-vation is in fat far more than a mere analogy. Forexample, there is a signi�ant amount of theoretialresearh on the pereptron learning (see, e.g., [3℄),so that it has now beome possible to make use ofit for the analysis of the CDMA detetion problem.2 Multiuser detetion and sta-tistial mehanisAfter having introdued the viewpoint from thestatistial learning theory, it is useful to onsiderthe multiuser detetion problem within the Bayesframework. The hannel model postulated by thelearner de�nes a onditional distribution p(yjS;x).Assuming a partiular prior p(x) for x, one obtainsthe posterior distribution of x onditioned on thetraining set T = (S;y), asp(xjT ) � p(xjy; S) = p(yjS;x)p(x)Px p(yjS;x)p(x) (3)To onstrut the optimum multiuser detetor, weneed a loss funtion L. If we are given the pos-terior distribution p(xjT ) and a loss funtion L,

we an onstrut the optimum multiuser detetorwhih minimizes the expeted loss.Sine the optimum multiuser detetor is de�nedon the basis of the posterior distribution, its per-formane an be analyzed by investigating the pos-terior distribution p(xjT ). Instead of investigatingthe posterior distribution diretly, we an analyzethe umulant generating funtion�(h;T ) � logheh�xix: (4)This is beause the umulant generating funtionpreserves all the information about the original dis-tribution. In Eq. (4), h�ix denotes averaging overthe posterior distribution, so that the result is afuntion of the training set T .Sine the umulant generating funtion, and theperformane as well, depends on the training setT , it is usual, in the statistial learning literature,to onsider random training sets and averaging ofthe performane over their randomness. In the on-text of CDMA multiuser detetion, the averagingover the output y orresponds to that over hannelnoise, and the averaging over the input S to therandom spreading assumption.Now one has to evaluate the average of the u-mulant generating funtion over the training set T :ET [�(h;T )℄ = ET �logheh�xix�: (5)However, the existene of the logarithm inside theexpetation over T in general makes its evalua-tion diÆult. It is often intratable for larger-sizedproblems. The same diÆulty also exists in thespin glass theory in statistial mehanis, whereone has to onsider marosopi properties (mag-netization et.) of large systems (in fat, the sizeof systems onsidered is typially in�nite | ther-modynami limit) with some randomness in them(\spin glasses"). Researhers of spin glass have de-veloped the replia method, whih enables us to dealwith averages of the form like Eq. (5). It makes useof the following identity relation:limn!0 ��n logET ��heh�xix�n�= limn!0 ET ��heh�xix�n logheh�xix�ET ��heh�xix�n�= ET �logheh�xix�: (6)This redues the evaluation of ET �logheh�xix� tothat of ET ��heh�xix�n�. The next step is to evalu-ate the latter only for positive integers n. In gen-eral this evaluation is still diÆult. In many ases,however, the evaluation beomes possible if one isallowed to take the large-system limit (K ! 1 inour ase). The �nal step is to take the formal limitn ! 0 of the result obtained so far. The ruialassumption here is that the formal limit n ! 0



of the result for positive integers n is assumed tobe valid. Justi�ation of the general proedure in-volved in typial appliation of the replia methodis still missing in mathematially rigorous sense,but it has been applied suessfully to many om-plex problems aross various �elds and has yieldedreasonable results (For details see, e.g., [4℄).Reently, the replia method has been applied tothe analysis of the CDMA multiuser detetors [5,6, 7, 8, 9℄. The main result is summarized in thefollowing proposition:Proposition 1 Assume the basi CDMA hanneland the random spreading, in whih stk is mean 0and variane 1=N . Let K;N ! 1 while the load� � K=N remains �nite. Let �20 and �2 be the truehannel noise level and its postulate by the detetor.Then the bit-error rate Pb of the optimum CDMAmultiuser detetor is given byPb = Q� EpF �; (7)where E and F are to be determined by solving thefollowing saddle-point equations for fm; q;E; Fg:m = Z tanh�pFz +E�Dz (8)q = Z tanh2�pFz +E�Dz (9)E = ��1B1 + B(1� q) (10)F = ��1B2[1 +B(1� q)℄2 (B�10 + 1� 2m+ q): (11)Here, Dz = e�z2=2dz=p2� is the Gaussian mea-sure, Q(z) = R1z Dz the error funtion, B = �=�2,and B0 = �=�20 .See [8℄ for the derivation of the result and tehnialdetails involved in the derivation. Note that thisis the result for the equal-power ase: extensionto the unequal-power ase is disussed by Guo andVerd�u [9℄.One has to solve the saddle-point equations nu-merially to obtain the quantitative �gures for thebit-error rate Pb. Figure 3 shows the result for aase in whih the system is heavily loaded (� =1:4). An interesting harateristis found in thisresult is that the bit-error rate Pb exhibits anoma-lous dependene on the signal-to-noise ratio Eb=N0.In order to obtain interpretation of suh results,it is again worthwhile to make use of the analogywith statistial mehanis: This is essentially thesame phenomenon as what is observed in ferromag-neti materials: Magnetization urve of the Curie-Weiss model, a basi model of ferromagnet, is alsoS-shaped below the Curie temperature (i.e., in theferromagneti phase), as shown in Fig. 4. In that
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Eb /N0 [dB]Figure 3: Bit-error rate of optimum multiuserdetetors for the load � = 1:4. Detetors:Jointly-optimum (upper thik urve, S-shaped),Individually-optimum (lower thik urve), Single-user mathed-�lter (thin dashed urve). Single-userase is shown as thin solid urve. A vertial dashedline shows the thermodynami transition for thejointly-optimum detetor.ase, the thermal equilibrium distribution of miro-sopi on�gurations an be deomposed into morethan one onneted omponents in the on�gura-tion spae, and the ergodiity of the system is bro-ken, whih auses the oexistene of multiple solu-tions. Eah of the (stable) solutions orrespond toone ergodi omponent of the thermal equilibriumdistribution. When more than one solutions oex-ist, the thermodynamially relevant one is given bythe one with minimum free energy, and that solu-tion is alled the globally stable state. Other solu-tions giving loal minima of the free energy is alledmetastable states. The thermodynamially \true"magnetization value is disontinuous at the ther-modynami transition point. Metastable states arealso important in understanding the properties ofthe model. In partiular, it explains the hysteresisphenomenon: Abrupt reversal of the magnetizationours at the spinodal point, where a metastablestate disappears.We an obtain the interpretation of the resultwith the S-shaped performane urves based on theanalogy: The S-shape of the performane urveallows the detetor to have more than one valuesfor the bit-error rate, whih reets the deompo-sition of the posterior distribution to multiple on-neted omponents. In that ase, the \true" valuein the information-theoreti sense is given by theglobally stable state, and is disontinuous at thethermodynami transition point, whih is shown inFig. 3 as a vertial dashed line. Solutions otherthan the information-theoretially orret one (i.e.,metastable states) are also important in under-standing the system's properties, sine they may
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HFigure 4: An example of magnetization urve forthe Curie-Weiss model. Thik urves: globally sta-ble state, thin urves: metastable states, dashedurve: unstable state.a�et the detetor's behavior, thereby limiting itsperformane in a pratial sense. Even if the glob-ally stable state has a near-optimum performane,it may be omputationally infeasible for any dete-tor to �nd it, beause any omputationally feasibleimplementation of the optimum multiuser detetorwould easily get trapped in a metastable state whenit exists. We an therefore predit that suh de-tetors would exhibit disontinuity in the perfor-mane, just as the `waterfalling' observed in theturbo deoding, around the spinodal point, not atthe thermodynami transition point.3 Summary and outlookFollowing interdisiplinary links between theCDMA detetion problem and neural networks,and between neural networks and statistial me-hanis, novel results and views have been obtainedto the CDMA multiuser detetion problem.The signi�ane of the statistial mehanial ap-proah would be that it is also appliable to prob-lems in various �elds, whih share the basi stru-ture of Bayes framework and intrinsi randomness.One of suh problems atively studied is that ofthe low-density parity-hek odes (see [4℄ and ref-erenes therein). We believe that the statistial me-hanial approah will beome more important inthe �eld of information theory.Another important aspet we would like to men-tion is that the replia method still laks rigorousmathematial justi�ation. The situation ould beompared to that for the delta funtion when it was�rst invented. We expet that a number of suess-ful appliations of the replia method to problemsof various �elds will stimulate studies for its math-ematial justi�ation. Suh studies will have sig-ni�ant impat aross wide range of researh areas,
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